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The School Profiling Guide:
School Related Behavior

Introduction

ThiS guide fs the third in a series designed to assist schoolTersonnel to profile their data to
support school improvement goal setting. The profiling process is being used by many schools
and districts as a tool for school improvement. An example of a school improvement process
that includes_school profiling is the Onward to Excellence program of the North West Regional
Educational Laboratory (NWREI4

Profiling involves identifying and collecting the pertinent school measures, preparing the
prbfile, reporting the results, evaluating the findings and developing action goals. A profile it a
document that presents a broad description of student performance in the areas of academic
achievement, behavior and attitude.

THE PROFILING PROCESS

1 PLANNING THE PROFILE

2. PLANNING THE DATA COLLECTION

3. COLLECTING THE DATA

4. PREPARING THE DATA TABLES

5. REPORTING THE RESULTS

6. DEVELOPING NARRATIVE STATEMENTS

7. EVALUATING THE FINDINGS

8. DEVELOPING GOALS

This guide &Scribes the profiling process using measures of student behavior. Behavior has
been increatingly used to measure the attainment of educational objectives (Wolf, 1979). It iS
assumed that behavior represents both a process or mediator of education and an tlutcme Of
education. For example, a student who is absent many days of the year is assumed to receive
less educational instruction. Absenteeism is thus assumed to effect (be a mediator to) student
achievement. Many schools believe that teaching the good habit of regular attendance is an
important outcome of the schooling experience

Many Schools are now measuring behavior to (I) establish a baseline, (2) assess the
accomplishment of school or district objectives in this area or (3) study the relationships
between social behavior and areas of student performance.

Figure 1 on page 3 is an example of a profile from one school, along with the narrative
statements and how the information was used in setting goals. It includes comparable data from
the district and state over a six year period of time. This example will assist you in
understanding what one portion of a profile using behavioral data would look like.
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1. PLANNING THE PROFILE

Planning the profile requires Some attention to potential measures of student behavior and theproblems of measuring such behavior.

What are some measures of student behavior?

For purposes of profiling We have definee behavior as the observable or reported measurement
of activities deemed important in the educational process or its outcome. This is a very broad
definition._ Others have used a mord specific definition to focus in on student compliance in thcschool or classroom codes of conduct.

Measures of student behavior can come from several places. Student behavior may come fromthe many administrative reports already maintained by the school; they may come from askingstudents about their behavior, or they may come from structured observationt such as gatheredwith "time on task" observation and so on. For purposes of this guide, we will deal with
administratively reported and student self-reported behaviors.

Table 1 suggests some meaSuret of student behavior that can be obtained from administrative orstudent reporting.

Table 1

Examples of AdMinistrative and Student Reported Behavibt

AdministratiVeiv-Reported
Code of conduct
Citizenship awards
Vandalism
Expulsions, susiknSions
Conduct reports
Suspensions
The Schoal-Experienee:
Attendance/tardiness
Extra-curricular
Drop out
Homework completion

Student Self=RepOrted
"eek help with hdineWork
Time doing homework
Time watching TV
Use of study aides at home
Course taking
Drinking/smoking/drug use
Quality of effort
Victimization
Time in library
Participation in claSs
Student employment

Table 1 is not intended to be exhaustive but illustrative of the kinds of data that could becollected from administrative records or from students themselves. Some of the behaviors couldbe included in both listings. For example, reports of assaults could be compared to the studentsself-reported assaults or administrative reports of course taking could be compared to self-reports.

What are some of the problems with measuring student behavior?

The major concern with behavioral measures are their unreliability. That is, they are subject tochanges in how they are obServed and reported over time. This happens in many ways. Let ustake the example of a school where disciplinary referrals to the office are being recorded. Onedisciplinarian may record every referral while another records only "serious.' referrals. In aschool where homework assignments are given regularly and the importancc. of homework isstressed, student report of hours doing homework may be overestimated.
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Figure I

DROPOUT RATES
STATE, DISTRICT AND SCHOOL

Percent of NI HS Students
18% -

1982

atiti

Narrative Statements

1083 1984

Schod Year
ogitriG=t ESE school

1983 1988

From 1031 to 1986, students dropping out of school range front 6 to 8 percent, state:Wide. The percent of students
drepping out of school generally increased until 1986 when it dropped 2%.

With the exception of 1986 the district rate increased stadaly during the fiVe years and was higher than the state
iverages throughout the period of review.

The percentage of dropouts was higher in Sample school but within three percentage points of the district avernes
throughout the period.

rtiple School Evaluation

While the state, district and school have emphasized the impnrtance of Myiitg in School, the percentage of students dropping out
Of School has declined only slightly, form 13% to 11%, in the put three years

The Gi

Sample School was just beginning its school improvement work add School perionnel were dissatisfied with the student
dropout rate_ They viewed this as a high priority arca aod wet a psi! Of reducing the school dropout rate from its
current 11% to 5% by the 1990-1991 school year; They aro ackDOWfr4gr4 the need for more information on the students
who were dropping out before setting specific implemenUition gnat in the next year. They set a short term goal that
specific information on the course-taking pattern achievement subtest pIttterni, attendance and rtudent attitudes
toivard school will be collected in 1987.
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Thett errors are particularly troublesome when_there is a school=wide emphasis on the behavior.
Once the importance of the behavior has been established, the reporting of that behaVior can be
iMpaCted. Much effort will be required in establishing standards for adminiStrative reports of
School behavior and in providing instructions for student self=reports.

Standardiiing the reporting of school related behaviors will require teachers arid administrators.
icir example, to describe the kinds of behaviors that are to be referred to disciplinarians and to
recOrd referrals consistently; including the reason for referral and reSulting actionS.

Obtaining valid or credible reporting from students can be enhanced by the inStructional set
proVided to the students about the self report and the clarity_and fraining of the questions. The
itittructions to the students should indicate_the importance Of the Still:lent rePort and the usesthat the school is to make of their responses. The questions Oh the Self report will need to bedear and within the students' experience level_to answer. Asking StUderitt to tell "on average"
hOW intich homework they do each night or how much homework they did last night" require
different degrees of recall.

2. PLANNING THE DATA COLLECTION

Once behaviors have been selected; you will need_to plan the da,a collection. In the case ofadminittrative data, discussions with the school or district staff might indicate what kinds of
data Are being collected and in what format. Those who report and recOrd the data can beasked about the quality or problems with the data.

If thit is the first year that social behavioral data will be presented it is important to note thedifferences that might have occurred in the reporting in the past and make Sure that recording
and reporting are done consistently by all in the future.

Using the disciplinary reporting example above, the notation should be made that the number ofreferrals to the ditciplinarians were equal but the reasons recorded for referrals were amended
more Often by one of them. This type of differential recording should be avoided.

How shall the data 1.e reported?

Each behavioral item should be revi.twed for the best method of preSentation. There is a widevariety of ways the same data can be summarized and reported. For example, data on school
absences can be reported by the total number for the school or be expressed as a percentage bydividing the total absences by the number of students. Reporting 1200 absences in a school
communicates something different than reporting 2.16 absences per student. Even the latter
reporting may obscure important information, however. If many studentS are never absent and afew are frequently absent, reporting the overall averaged may mask this distinction. If these
distinctions are important, the absence report could be presented with the percent of students
with perfect attendance, the percent with X days or less or the percent with X days or more.

Further, absences can be reported fr the total year, month by month or day of the week. Each
of the ways of reporting provides a different picture and allows differing ways of interpreting
the information. The finding that a school_has an average of 2.16 absences per student may not
appear of concern. However, if it were further reported that the greatest portion of those
absences occurred in the spring or on Fridays, then differing reasons and solutions might be
established.
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There are some "rulet Of thumb" when considering data portrayal:
1. Percents and averages provide more information than mere counts.
2. When there are very low incidence or rates of response; such as in reports of expultions

or vandalism, the rate should be expreised is a rate per 1000 rather than as a percent
(rate per 100).

3. When behavior oecurs infrequently(less than 5% of the time, for example), further
analysis by subgroup is not meaningful.

4. School=wide results should be eitamined first It is very helpful to examine compariSons
tci distriet or state totals or trends over time; If further study is needed, Subgroup
analysis Or comparison of one measure with another will enhance the interpretation.

What other subgroup information is needed?

In planning the school profile it will be necessary to determine the comparisons you intend to
make to ensure that you will collect the pertinent information. For example, if you WiSh to
examine whether absences increase with grade level, then you will need to collect the abSerices
by grade level, not just total absences across all grades; If you wish to luok at the relationShip
between absences and school achievement or grades in school, then.you would have to c011ect
the information from the individual student records; If the student files did not contain both
pieces of information, each student name and accompanying achievement score would have tobe cross-referenced With the attendance file. The attendance information is then added to the
record containing the Student's name and achievement information.

3. COLLECTING THE DATA

This guide describes two kinds of behavioral data: administrative and self reported.
Administrative data can be gathered from that already maintained by the school or collected asthe result of the school profiling planning. Student reported data may be collected through a
commercially published or locally developed instrument or from one that you design for your
own purposes.

Existin
Once you have determined which of the administrative data you wish to examine, it Should be
easy to collect it. Unfortunately, you may find that you had hoped to look at such data
comparing one grade to another; one student group to another or this data with another type of
data and the data are not maintained in That fashion; Data may have already been summarized
in ways that do not allow you to make the athiiParisons you intended and the original Student-
level data or other source documentation may not be available or may require WO much time to
reconstruct. You may be lithited to looking at the data as collected and then reviSing data
collection procedures for another time.

Designing New Administratitte-Data Collection
Effective schools research, your own thinking and planning, and experiences in the first year ofprofiling will each suggest new types or ways to record administrative data. In tOrne cases, it
may mean only a slight modification of existing practice. In others it may require a whole newrecording system. YOU Will have to balance the potential utility of the new data against the
burden of collecting the new data.

Existing Self Report-Instruments
Collecting self reported data from students can add a valuable perspective to a school profile.
but there are important issues to consider in planning this aspect of your data collection.
Foremost among these, is whether to develop your own questionnaire or checklist or seek to
select from the many instruments already developed by others. The advantages of selecting an
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eiisting instrument are that it has probably been pre-tested for Clarity and Stiitability, it may
haVe norms and/or subscales with suggestions for interpretation and Standardiied scoring and
r.eporting_may be available; Information in the instructions will assitt you in_ preParing the
Students for the data collection._ Disadvantages are that the inStrument may focus on areas that
you are not interested in, that it may be viewed by students at a lest" and that it may be costly.

BeVelnpint A Self Report jnstrument
The primary advantage of developing your own instrument is that it represents what you think
is itaportant. In the first year of profiling, it may be as simple at ten qUeStiOns. The
disadvantages are that the more information you are looking fOr, the Indic you will have to
think through the development and structure of the questions. Thit includes pre-testing it with
Wald yOUngsters so that you will avoid obvious difficulties it their interpretation of the
quettions or your interpretation of the results. You will not haVe the adVantage of norms or
interpretation guides that are typical in commercially developed inStruments.

How do you present the self report instrument?

Whether you use a questionnaire developed by others or if you use your own, you will need to
folio* Standardized, consistent directions in presenting the material to the students. The
students should be informed that their responses will help the School understand how student
reported behavior might be related to student performance.

It it always important to ensure that the identifying information requested on the instrument is
completed by each student; This can be done by walking around the room While reading the
inStrUctiOns, to observe whether students are providing the information correctly.

4. PREPARING THE DATA TABLES

Preparing data tables will depend on how much and in what form information is already
available as well as the nature of any new information you are collecting.

How do you prepare administrative data?

The administrative data may be available_as individual records of information or as summary
Sheets across classrooms, grades or other subgroups. If the data are available in individual
records, you will have the opportunity to identify any subgroups you feel are appropriate before
you Summarize the data. A tally sheet will allow you to calculate descriptive statistics for the
gmtm you have decided are important. You can identify the number; and percents of studentsin each group or you can identify the average and categorical breakdowns, depending on thekind of data yon have. Table 2 represents a tally sheet where grade level and type of absences
are reported. Here it is important to find the percentage by type of absences, not the percentage
of ctudents per grade, since a student may have both excused and unexcused absences.

8
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Table 2

Work Sheet For Tallying Type of Absence by Grade Level

Grade Excused Unexcused No. Students
Days Days (ADM) .

9 Z.V,8, 7,1,4,4, 170
10,4e1c 83.etc.

Sub-total 4346 1132

10 4331, 5,6,6,1, 179
6;1-- 3A_

§ubtotal 1418 1675

11 53,9, OSA 155
3--.1=-- 3;

;ubtotal 1507 1730_

12 1,5,8,9 8,8,4,5,43
5042,ubtotal

TO1AL 4592 5041

For each student, the office would indicate the number of excused days absent, number of
unexcused days absent and grade. For exam_ple, the tally sheet in Table 2 indicates for the first
ninth grader, 2 days of excused absences and 7 days of unexcused abtences. The rate of
absences of "each_type per year for any grade would be the total number of days of each type
per grade divided by the number of students in that grade (N) times the number of days in a
school year. The result would be multiplied by 100 to obtain a percent For example, the averagenumber of excused absences for ninth graders would be calculated as follows:

xcused Days
N x (Tot school days)

100

x 100 = 4.4 average daily excused absence
170 x 180

Other subgroup analyses of these data are possible. For example, the number and percentage of
students absent more than a set number of days per year could be calculated for each grade.
Rather than reporting absenteeism, the average daily attendance could be determined by simply
subtracting the numbers in table 2 from 180 the number of days in the school yearfor each
student and completing the calculations as shown above.

Once you have tallied your responses by any subgroup, you will lose" the individual. You arenoW looking at aggregated data.

Tally sheets are useful to schools with a small number of studentt and few variables orinformation types. As the variety of information you wish to explore increases, the need for
computer assistance will be apparent For example, in a database or spreadsheet computer
program you can enter data on individuals. The computer program will sort and group the datain many ways while maintaining the individual information for "just one more aggregation?'

9
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How do you prepare self reported data':

As with the administrative data, the self=reported data can be either hand-tallied from the survey
instillment or entered into a computer program. The basic process of the tallying is the same.You can tally the responses from the entire group of students or subgroups of interest. TP ble 3
presents a tally sheet for three questions in a self-report survey of students' study related habitsat home.

Table 3

Tally Sheet for Questionnaire

Question
1. How many hours
you spend studying
last night?

Ari-S-wers
did 2,0,0,L5,

NPAnswering Averate
30 1.8

subtotal sa

Z How many hours did
you spend_watching_
television last-night?

Subtotal 126

28 4.5

If you wish to understand more about the responses to the self report, you will have to reportthe answers by your predetermined categories. For example, if you wish to examine whether
student GPA is_relatel to study time at night you will have to record the students' GPAs as yourecord their responses to the self report. Table 4 presents a tally using GPA and self reportedresponses.

Table 4

A Tally of Self Reported Study Habits with Grade Point Averages

Student GPA

Qostion
1 How many hours
did you spend
studying last night?

2. How many hours
did you spend
watching television
last nisht?

--1C1-L9 2.0-Z9 3.0-4.0
0,0,0_ MIL 2,3,4,0..

..
N-1 N=9 :1;1=17
Av--=: .2 Av=-S A v..----2.3

4,16_ Z4,4 2,3,0,L-
N--1 N=9 N=17
Av=5.8 Av=45 Av=2.5

Once the data are tallied, you will have to decide how to present the information so that itclearly portrors what you are trying to describe. The table title and labels should reflect thebehavior, the group pr subgroup of students and the time period under consideration. Sincemost people have difficulty reading tables with too much information, it is best to limit the
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amount of information for each table.

Table 5 presents an example of administratively reported student behavior data from one school.
It reports the rate of absences among all students in a sample high school.

Table 5

Absence Rate In Three Years At Sample High School

Yeir Percent of Absences

1983 913%
1984 10-.0%
1985 102%

Another way to present these data available from Sample High School is as we did previously-
tallying the unexcused and excused absences by grade level. Table 6 presents this information
for one school year.

Table 6

Rate of Absences By Type and Grade in Sample High School

Tylie-Of-AbSence-9-
Grade
10 11 12

Excused 4.4% 4.4% 5.4% 4.6%

Unexcused 3.7% 52% 62% 7.0%

TOtal 8.1% 94% 116% 116%

Presenting the data this way provides more information on absenteeism in a siven school year.If the interest is in examining trends over time, as shown more generally in Table 5, it becomes
more difficult to easily grasp the information. Table 7 presents the additional information.

Table 7

Rate of Absences by Type, Grade and Year in Sample High School

Grade
5thotil-Yr-a-tid- 9 10 11 -11
1S31

1982=3
Excused 4.4% 4.4% 5.4% 4.6%
Unexcused 3.7% 52% 6.2% 7.0%

19834
Excused 53% 5.6% 5.5% 6.8%
Unexcused 2.Wk 32% 4.6% 6.1%

1985
Excused 5.7% 59% 63% 7.1%
Unexcused 3.8% 35% 43% 4.4%

11
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In general, as you add more information_to the tables, it is more difficult to quickly identify
trends or draw conclusion& For example, the data presented in the above table could have also
been presented by boys and girls, low and high achieving students or by curriculum type e.g.
vocational or academic.

For many people, the presentations will bc more easily understood if they are presented as
graph& Understanding what the data look like in tabular form *ill help you understand the
ways to present the data in graphic form. We will now turn to Lome examples of graphic
presentations.

5. REPORTING THE RESULTS

There are many ways of presenting the data. Based on the tablet, you *ill Want to present data
in Ways that will clearly highlight important trends and guide interpretations and evaluations of
the results. This step is sometimes called data exploration. You are looking at the data tables to
determine which ones to present and how to present them in yObr profile.

In the interests of efficient and informative data portrayal, it it generally inadvisable to present
data that show no new or "value added" information. For example, if data Were Collected on
boys and girls absences and; as LIM I, there were no differences betWeen boys and girls at any
age level, then presenting that table or graph would not be as uttful. It may be helpful to
indicate that data were reviewed on absences and sex of the StUdent and nO differences were
boated. If, however, the purpose of a profile is to present a full picture of results in key areas of
perförinance; all results can be presented graphically.

There are other instances when no changes in the data OVer tithe Or ho differences among
groups should be presented; For example, if a special program emphasis designed to reduce
absenteeism, were promoted and after several months there was no redtittion in absenteeism, the
result of "no difference" is an important finding In general, whenever one would expect
differences to occur among groups and these differences are not found, it would merit reporting.

What are the most important coniParisons?

In presenting the data, it is generally advised that, unless you are presenting the data for thefirst time in the schoolthe baseline datait is advisable tb consider Comparing each data
eleinent with some other data of the same type. Thit it a itiajOr feature that distinguishes meredescription from comparison which can lead `.0 useful It is like placing the data
inã context for analysis; For_example, it is one thing tO Say that the absentee rate is 10% for atehOol. It is another to compare it to a state average rate of 15% or 2%,

In presenting behavioral data, we will use four types of comparisons: presentation of data in
relation to other groups or standards; presentation of data by subgroups within the school;
presentation over time and presentation with other measures. These presentations will offer theopportunity for you to review and evaluate the information pOrtrayed in the presentation. Thisactivity is the analysis phase. It precedes the task of writing narrative statements and setting
goals for school improvement.

For purposes of offering suggestions for portraying these Varying comparisons, we will not
indicate narrative statements for each presentation You may wish to think what you would
indicate as we demonstrate the various presentations.

Presentations relatintyour-tehonl-to other_groups or standards.

In instances where there are published norms, such as those usually available with a self report

12
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instrument from a coniniercial publisher; you will want to present your retults based On the
norms provided. lioWeirer, in Muth administrative data or when using an inttritinent that you
deVelciped, there will often be no norms.

One approach to comparing youi data against other data is to find Out Whether yoUr district or
state is maintaining data On a Variable of interest to you. You will have to find Out if they are
tkiillittg the occurrence of the behavior as you are and are recording it the Sante Manner.

Figure 2 represents the resilltt of a student self-report of substance usage rephrted ih a local
school district. The profile repreSents a sample school and the district averageS. Thit graph is a
simple bar graph using shading to differentiate the sample school results from the district
averages.

Figure 2

Regular Substance Use
Ninth Grade Scbool and District

Percent of Students
100% -

SO% -

40% -

20% -

0%

11711

42%

Sg%

"Arguing Alcohol Tobacco Drugs

Substance
MI Savoie Wool DE wail cititict

Figure 3 displays the results of a self report instrument that asked students how many times they
*ere victims of theft, assault, etc. in the past month.

Figure 3

STUDENT VICTIMIZATION
Sample School and All Schools In State

INODENTS/MONTH REPORTEDa-

RAPIETHEFT LAIlINS ASSAULT

II %nos of All Schools 1E Semis School
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This graph is a "high-low" type graph. The range of the bar indicates the range of incidents
from all schools in the state. The horizontal cross-mark indicates the average number of
incidents per month at Sample School.

Figure 4 portrays results from a self-report instrument where students were to report their
employment status the previous week. This display shows the percent of employed students at
each grade in Sample School with comparable results from the state and nation, although
national data were available only at the twelfth grade.

Figure 4

Employment By Grade Li School
School, State and Nation

Percent %tried tr Pay Lied Pee*
00%
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Figure 5 compares student tardiness at four grade levels with a school-wide objective. PUither
than comparing these data with other schools, or the district or state averages, this school set a
goal of no more than three tardies per student per term The goal is represented by the solid
line in the graph. The results from the school are indicated with the lighter line.

Figure 5

Student Tardiness by Grade
Retii Per fler5entfierm
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PreSen-tations-using subgroups,

As you try_to understand patterns and suggestive relationships in the datai, it will sometimes
prove helpful to examine subgroup differences in the reported behavior. Both administrative
and self-reported data are presented below.

Figure 6 presents tbe drop outs by sex and year for Sample School and the District.

Figure 6

DROPOUTS BY YEAR
SAMPIX HIGH AND DISTRICT
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Figure 7 presents participation in extracurricular activities for all students and for those whohave entered the district within the last school year.

Figure 7

Extracurricular Activities
Floweellf of students
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Finally, Figure 8 presents the amount of time spent watching television, studying or reading a
magazine or newspaper "last night" by students in the academic and vocational tracks.

Figure 8

HOME AC11V1TIES
VCCATIONAL AND AQADEMIC TRACKS

NERASE HOURS
3 -

-

3 -

2 -

0
HOMEWORK TELEVISON MAGAZINES/NEWS

ACTIVITY

voornopaL TRACK ES ikrzemo TRACK

Presentations over timc

Analysis of data over time allows you to see the changes that occur in the school population.
Trend lines allow you io examine whether the behavior of interest is improving, declining or
remaining the same. You can look at the same group of students as they move through the
grades or you can look at several grades at one point in time.

Figure 9 presents a simple trend line over time for three subgroups of students. The percentage
of Students enrolled in academic, general and vocational tracks were plotted for three school
years.
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Figure 9

Enrollment By Curriculum Track
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Figure 10 presents three cohorts or classes of students over time. Their absence rate is presented
at each grade level. Notice that the the class of 1986 has all four points shown from ninth totwelfth grades, whereas each subsequent class has one less point shown; corresponding to thenumber of grades they have completed to this point in time.
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Finally, trends over time can be shown cumulatively. _FigurC 11 presents the cumulative dropout
rates in one school for boys and girls in grades nine through twelve.
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Figure 11

Dropoutt By Grade and Sex
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presentations comparing different measure&

Comparison of important behaviors with other measures allows you again to look at potential
relationships among behavior& If some behaviors seem to "go together," then potential
explanations may emerge.

Figure U presents the rate of suspensions per by the students' grade point average,
represented in four categories.

Figure 32
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Figure 13 uses a line graPh to portray a relationship between the hOurs students reported
studying and the hours they reported watching television. This is a rather intuitive finding, but
it illustrates a way you can present relationships in your profile.

Figure 13
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Finally, Figure 14 presents another type of relationship between two measures. It portrays the
number of reported writing assignments completed in the previous six weeks and the
achievement on a writing test.

Figure 14
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6. DEVELOPING NARRATIVE STATEMENTS

Following the preparation of your tables_or graphs, you should develop one to three statements
that represent the most_important facts shown_in the data display. This is putting into words
the salient points that the graph is revealing It would be helpful to have several people review
the graphs and your narrative statements to confirm your impressions of the important
"findings." The hartatiVet Selected should present a broad, rather than narrow, picture of
behavior. They Should reflett the results of all groups in the_school rather than just averages.
The narratives should not be Written to emphasize only positive or negative results; but a
realistic, balanced objective picture of how well students are doing in the school.

Earlier in this paper we presented a graph with the narrative findings (Figure 4 Figure 15
presents another example of the results of student self reported quality of effort made to
prepare their junior term paper.

Figure 15
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Narrative Statements suggested by the presentation might include:

Most students reported using study aides that are considered as requiring more
sophisticated preparation strategies. _

o Students earning grades of "A" and "B" used the card catalog, Reader's Guide and
computer search more frequently than did other students.

O Studentt who attained "C grades reported using the dictionary and ency dia
primarily. Fewer "C" students used the card catalog, Reader's Guide and c. puter search.

Figure 16 represents information from a self-report of alcohol use in a high school.

20



Figure 16
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o Self-reported alcohol use at Sample High indicates increasing "heavy use" from ninth to
twelfth grade.

o The percent of "never used" increases with grade until the twelfth where it decreases over
10%.

7. EVALUATING THE FINDINGS

Following the preparation of narrative statements with each graph or table, you will evaluate all
of the information preSented. Some of the narrative statements from different portrayals will
be redundant, but the key is to draw the most important of these together.

Next you will want to rank or place a priority On your findings. The Onward to Excellence
program of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory has developed a two staged
procedure combining rating ol relative importance with rating of satisfaction with the result. In
this procedure your feeling of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the results as they describe
student performance in the aras depicted and the importance of each area in the overall plan
for school improvement is assessed. Rating the findings using this paradigm or one of your ownwill provide you with a better understanding of the relative priority of the findings as you
prepare to develop goals for improvement.
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8. DEVELOPING GOALS

Once you have determined the relative priority of the findings, you will want to conAder goal
statements. The goal statements can go only as far as seeking further information on the issues
as in the illustration presented early in this paper (see Figure I) or you may begin the process of
identifying alternative solutions.

In general, it is helpful to make your goal statements reflect what you hope to accomplish in thenext year. They may indicate a desired level of performance, a special emphasis to affect
performance or a reference to examining the issue further. After you have experience withprofiling you will want to include both long= and short-range goals in your goal setting.
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